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Abstract
Path planning of a mobile robot poses different problems, which
are of great importance nowadays, in that robotics not only
offers industrial solutions, as it is the case of the domestic robots.
A solution to the path planning is the algorithm Flood Fill, which
is the basis of development of this article and under which the
proposed algorithm is created. This paper explains, compares
and shows the results obtained when planning the trajectory of
a robot with the algorithm Flood Fill and the proposed
improvement (split matrices), which presents an advance that
allows to greatly reduce the planned movements, in 2 and 3
dimensions.
Keywords: Labyrinth, heuristic method, path planning, mobile
robotic, matrices.
INTRODUCTION
A characteristic case of path planning is the resolution of
labyrinths by means of mobile robots. A classic example of this
is in the Micromouse competition [1]. which has become famous
around 1970 and whose goal is the implementation of a mobile
robot that is capable of solving mazes created in 16x16-cell
matrices (see Fig. 1). Competitors must be able to find their
solution (center of the matrix) in less than 10 minutes, and then
arrive in the shortest time possible to the same place.
The main objective of the IEEE CPP [2]. in promoting this type
of competition is to promote technological innovation for the
benefit of mankind. Thanks to this, important algorithms of path
planning are known as are the "Flood Fill" and "Modified Flood
Fill" [3].

Figure 1. Micromouse competition [1].
This engineering problem has gained such interest that fully
descriptive works have been developed regarding the
mechanical, electrical and logical construction of the whole
robotic system, for example the work of Luis Sergio Durán can
be found [4].
Without paying attention to the functionality that has been given
to the flood algorithm [5]. (Flood Fill), it will be explained its
steps in detail, in order to allow the reader to implement its own
path planning program in a mobile robot, taking into account
that it must avoid colliding with obstacles.
After having understood this algorithm, we analyze some
aspects that allow to extend the trajectories to three dimensions
with optimized movements. The main contribution to the flood
fill algorithm in the present work is the microsegmentation of
the navigation area, which allows to generate much shorter
paths, essential to reduce both the energy consumed by the
mobile agent and the time of arrival at its destination, resulting
in generalized paths with curvilinear characteristics.
The paper covers the following sections: section 2 presents the
flood fill algorithm. Section 3 presents the algorithm
improvement. Section 4 shows the comparison of both
algorithms. Finally, section 5 presents the conclusions.
Presenting a simple and low-cost computational solution,
compared to other robust but more complex solutions [9], that
can be implemented in real industry environments as described
in [10].
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FLOOD FILL ALGORITHM
The flood fill [6]-[7]-[8]. algorithm is a type of informed
algorithm. That analyzes the trajectory of a robot in a matrix
way, relating a continuous space to a discrete one (a matrix). It
uses information about the number of cells that compose the
robot's work area, the places where obstacles are found that
prevent possible movement, and the initial and final state
positions.
Flood Fill Algorithm Rules.
1- The space in which the mobile robot moves must be
represented by a discrete world, from a matrix of two
dimensions. This matrix must have the cells (nodes) of
the same robot size, so that it can only reach a node
traveling a distance equal to its dimensions. In Fig. 2 it
is illustrated this representation using a photo where the
robot is represented with the red object.

Figure 2. Discrete representation of space from an array.
The body of the robot is used as reference to print the
location of the other cells in the whole image, which,
in the case of Fig. 2, is generated a matrix array of 5x6
cells.

Figure 4. Possible shifts by the robot [2].
From the previous image it is observed that the thick line,
which crosses several nodes, gives the solution to the robot's
path planning. Based on the above approaches, we proceed to
explain how the Flood Fill algorithm works. It is remembered
that it is classified as an informed algorithm, since it generates
the solution knowing the location of the obstacles.
The following steps represent a heuristic method, whose goal
is to determine the shortest path from an initial node to the target
[5]. Its implementation is related to the word flood, because it
floods the matrix from the initial position until reaching the
desired node, as if water was spilled in the matrix. Next, a
graphical explanation of the algorithm is presented.
The base parameters of the path must be established, i.e., both
the initial position of the robot and the final position to be
reached are given (see Fig. 5). Then, all the possible movements
of the robot in the matrix are generated, keeping the count of the
number of steps that must be produced to reach any node.

2- The position of the robot is related to the previous
matrix, from the rows and columns as shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 5. Discrete world to solve [2].

Figure 3. Positions of the cells in the matrix [3].
It can be affirmed that there is a right Cartesian plane.
Where the rows are equivalent to the vertical axis “y”
and the columns to the horizontal axis “x”.

In the initial position the robot is in the cell (0,0) and can only
perform one movement vertically, because it is limited by three
obstacles that are found in the west, south and east. Once the
movement has been made, the algorithm marks the cell (1,1)
with the value of an incremental counter, which for the first
iteration has a value of 1. This means that the initial cell has a
value of 0 (see Fig. 6).

3- Obstacles are located in the junctions of the nodes, so
there is no one inside a cell. See walls of Fig. 3.
4- The robot can only make linear movements on the
horizontal and vertical axis. So the solution to a path
will correspond to the union of orthogonal lines, as
shown in Fig. 4.
Figure 6. Discrete world to solve after first iteration [7].
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In position (1,0) the robot can perform a vertical movement in
the north and south, and one horizontal in the east direction. It is
very important not to rewrite a cell that has already been
identified with an ascending counter value due to, as mentioned
before, this value represents the number of steps needed to reach
that node. Rewriting a cell would mean losing information about
the robot's movement. After having made the two types of
possible movements, it is marked with the value of 2 the cells.
This means that two steps must be taken to reach them
(see Fig. 7).

has been marked with the value of 11. Then the concept "water
always flowing from a higher elevation to a lower one" must be
used [3]. This means that it is only possible to move to a cell
with a lower value than the current one, as long as it does not
come into contact with an obstacle. So from the target position
(2,3) only one movement can be made to the cell (3,3). If it
continues until its arriving at the cell with the value of zero, it is
found a possible solution (see Fig. 10) with which a route has
been obtained, which forms the path planning of the robot.

Figure 10. Solution of the algorithm [2].

Figure 7. Discrete world to solve after second iteration [2].
Once again the cells that have remained with the current value
of the counter, and determine if any barrier prevents the
movement of the robot, in this case the cell (2,0) has been
disabled to allow a movement, since it has three obstacles and a
cell that has already been marked with a value of 1. Therefore,
it is only possible to expand the cell (1,1) vertically as illustrated
in Fig. 8.

If any matrix has several possible paths after its flood, it is
known that any path implemented demands the same amount of
steps.
FLOOD FILL ALGORITHM DIVIDING MATRICES
Since this algorithm is based on the Flood Fill, it has great
similarity with certain aspect. The rules that are proposed are the
following:
1The space in which the mobile robot moves can be
represented by a discrete world.
2The positions of the robot can be related to the same
matrix from the rows and columns. For this case the first cell is
specified as follows:

Figure 8. Discrete world to solve after third iteration [2].
If these steps are continued, all the cells can be written until the
result shown in Fig. 9 is reached.
Figure 11. Location of the nodes in the array.
This nomenclature is related to a left plane as the vertical axis
increases as the rows descend.
3The obstacles are not located in the junctions of the
nodes, so they are located inside the cells, as can be seen in Fig.
12.
Figure 9. Discrete world to solve until last iteration [2].
Once you have finished flooding the matrix with the counter
values, you must evaluate the target position to which you want
to reach. In this case the node (2,3) is the desired position and
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Figure 12. Environment and its matrix representation.
The image above has blue objects, which represent obstacles
in the path. As it can be seen, these elements are located in
several cells that have been assigned a value of -1. The value of
-2 is assigned to the cells that own the robot and -3 to the desired
point to be reached.
The more cells are used to represent the robot, the more
information will be available regarding the environment. To
illustrate the above it is presented the Fig. 13, in which the space
is discretized by representing the robot as a cell:

Figure 15. Discrete world to solve.
2.
Save the dimensions of the robot: you must clean the
matrix of the values -2, except the upper left corner, not
forgetting to store the dimensions of the robot. The only value 2 is the reference point on which the filling of the matrix begins
to be generated (see Fig. 16).

Figure 13. Environment of Figure 12 with a cell representing
the robot.

Figure 16. Clear the array of -2 values.

Having represented the robot in several cells indicates that it has
been divided by a value “𝛾”. This value is necessary to calculate
the total movement of the robot, besides allowing to relate the
solutions of the environment of Fig. 12 and 13.
4The robot can make linear movements with any slope.
Thus, trajectories are not limited to vertical or horizontal
movements (see Fig. 14).

3.
Flooding the Matrix: The following procedure is then
done in Flood Fill. It should begin to generate the flood of the
matrix from the value of -2 taking into account that the robot has
a base and a height that must be evaluated when determining if
a collision occurs with an obstacle, which is represented by a
value of -1 in the cells of the matrix.
The movement of the robot for the first iteration produces the
result of Fig. 17. Remember that the cells must be marked
according to the number of steps that are taken to reach them.

Figure 14. Movement with variant slopes.
The following are the steps necessary to solve this algorithm:
1.
Obtain the matrix that holds the data of the space in
which the robot is located: The robot is represented by -2, the
obstacles with -1 and the desired point with -3. It can have
multiple cells with the same value. This means that the robot is
not limited to being in a cell as in the original algorithm (see Fig.
15).
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Figure 17. Matrix after first iteration.
The next increment is illustrated in Fig. 18.
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Figure 21. Robot path.

Figure 18. Matrix after second iteration.
In this case it is noted that the position (8,2) has not been filled
with the value of 2 since the robot body would collide with the
obstacle in the (8,3) position.

If the matrix is cleaned of unnecessary results, the obtained
path can be clearly shown (see Fig. 22).

After making six increases in the matrix, the following result
is obtained:

Figure 22. Path of the robot shown graphically and matrix.
Depending on the matrix result, it takes 19 steps to reach the
destination, taking into account that the movements are only
vertical and horizontal.

Figure 19. Matrix after the sixth iteration.
Finally the result that occurs is the following, every box that
has been left with a value of zero represents a node that does not
pass the reference point of the robot. The iteration for filling the
matrix must end once any position representing the robot
touches a node with the value of -3. In this case the reference
cell is not the one that comes into contact with the values -3, but
the lower ends of the robot (see Fig. 20).

5.
Improve the trajectory by dividing the matrices: this
step is supremely important to obtain solutions as shown in Fig.
23, so it will be analyzed in detail.

Figure 23. Solution improvement of the path on Fig 23.

Figure 20. Fully flooded matrix.
4.
Extract the path of the expanded matrix. The previous
matrix already has the first result necessary to propose the path
that the robot must travel. Recalling the concept of water flow
[3]. It must begin to descend from the highest value node to the
lowest value node. In this way the result can already be
identified as shown in Fig. 21.

The matrix representing the solution of the path must be
divided in such a way that the original nodes generate ten more
nodes. This is done to be able to evaluate the environment with
greater precision, a greater division improves the information
about the environment, demanding more data processing. For
this example we chose to divide the original cells into 10 (see
Fig. 24). Note that this division is different from that explained
in Fig. 12 and 13.
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This is done in order to simulate the movement of the robot
between these two nodes. If the robot passing through the entire
line does not collide with any obstacle, it means that the path
between those two points can be simplified with that line. If this
is not possible, you must modify the endpoint by the next node
to re-evaluate the interference of the robot with the obstacles.
This should be done until you find a possible improvement or
reach the end of the shift. In Fig. 27 two lines are shown in this
first iteration.

(a)

(b)

Figure 24. Division of original cells.
6.
Generate lines and evaluate possible collisions with
obstacles: in this step the initial position of the robot must be
located and the next corner seen in the path.

Figure 27. Lines generated in two different iterations.
When not finding a possible improvement, what must be done
is to modify the start position and repeat what was mentioned
above, until you find a possible improvement or reach the end
of the path. (See Fig. 28).

Figure 25. Location of the initial position of the robot and
subsequent corner in the path.
Now, it must be generated a line from the start position to the
next cell that is after the corner evaluated. As shown in Fig. 26.

Figure 28. Modified end position after first iteration.

Figure 26. Path between the endpoint and the initial point.

This means that there is one iteration spanning another. The
outer iteration modifies the start position and the inner iteration
modifies the final position of the line, if the inner iteration
reaches a possible improvement, it must modify the starting
position as seen in Fig. 29 and 30.
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Figure 32. Optimum movement solution.
Figure 29. First improvement of the path.

8.
Return solution: From the nodes involved in the last
improvement, it is proceeded to order them in an array to present
the solution properly, as shown in Fig. 33.

Figure 33. Ordered path in vectors containing the location of
the nodes to follow in the array.

Figure 30. Initial position modified after first improvement.
If the inner iteration does not find solution, the outer iteration
must modify the initial position to the next node to the one being
evaluated as initial position.
7.
Trace the new trajectory: once evaluated the nodes that
can be improved, they are used to draw the new that generate the
following solution (see Fig. 31, 32).

The data start by indicating the starting position of the robot
reference point (11, 1, 1) until reaching the final position (4, 1,
1), the other points represent the path of the robot. The data
respectively symbolize the row, column and height. In this
example the height in all data is 1, because the problem is being
treated in two dimensions. This implies that the mentioned steps
can be implemented thinking in 3-dimensional movements.
There is no restriction to create functions that solve this
problem, just have to obtain the information of the space to
discretize it in a matrix of three dimensions.
The results of the algorithm in three dimensions are
impractical to be explained by pictures. Thus they are plotted on
a Cartesian plane, where the results of spaces in three
dimensions are illustrated in Fig. 34 to 37.

Figure 31. Nodes identified for robot movement.

Figure 34. Three-dimensional solution of a 3d space
using the algorithm.
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before and after making said improvement.
The robot is represented by a square that has a base and a height,
according to Fig. 39.

h

Figure 35. Solution shown in Figure 34 without
plotting obstacles.

b
Figure 38. Dimensions of the robot.
The flood fill algorithm represents each cell of the array with the
same size of the robot, so the displacement that the robot must
make to each node is its same height or base. Being a square
these two measures must be equal, for the case of three
dimensions will be a cube with equal edges.
The total displacement of the robot can be found by equation 3.
(1)

cbh
n 1

ui  
i 1

 xi 1  xi 2   yi 1  yi 2   zi 1  zi 2

Figure 36. Three-dimensional solution of a 3d space
using the algorithm.

(2)

si  c* y* ui

(3)

Where c represents the measure of an edge of the square and “𝛾”
is the value by which the robot has been divided. The values “x,
y, z” are derived from the vectors ordered in Fig. 34. In this case
the variable “i” of the summation refers to the row of said
matrix.
If the displacement before making the improvement and after
making the improvement are represented by 𝑠1 and 𝑠2
respectively, the two results can be compared by equation 4.
s
p 2
(4)
s1
Where:
n 1

Figure 37. Solution shown in Figure 36 without
plotting obstacles.

u1  
i 1

 x1

i 1

 x1i



2

2

  y1i 1  y1i    z1i 1  z1i 

2

(5)

s1  c* 1 * u1

COMPARISON OF ALGORITHMS
The Flood Fill algorithm as such cannot be exactly matched to
that proposed here, since the obstacles are treated differently.
This generates that the discretized spaces cannot be represented
by the same matrix.
However, the procedure followed before doing the splitting
matrices improvement (step 3) produces results tied to the same
matrix of flood logic. So we will compare the results obtained
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n 1

u2  
i 1

 x2

i 1

 x2i



2

2

  y2i 1  y2i    z2i 1  z2i 

s2  c*  2 * u2

(6)

2

(7)
(8)
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p

 2 * u2
 1 * u1

(9)

Figure 39 shows the two solutions before and after the
improvement. Table I summarizes important parameters of these
solutions with which they are compared.
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The Flood Fill Dividing Matrices algorithm allows an
improvement over the path planning of a mobile agent, whether
terrestrial or aerial, whose result is summarized in a reduction in
the mobile agent movement times. Generating paths with a short
movement is of vital importance to reduce the energy costs by
path, necessary in the actuators that compose the robot.
Because this algorithm is based on the division of a matrix for
the most precise handling of the environment, the processor is
required to handle a large amount of data. This causes the
solutions to require much more to plan the path of the robot. In
some cases the trajectories do not have any possible
improvement, giving the same result as the algorithm Flood Fill
but requiring much more time.
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